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Velos 2021.1 

First release of Velos 2021.1. This version is suitable for use in SowSense, PorkSense and ProSense.  
For more information about this version please refer to: 
https://www.nedap-livestockmanagement.com/service-support/velos-software-releases/pig-farming-nedap-
velos-2021-1/ 
 

SowSense 

§ The Weight Sampler performs a tare action of the weighing platform automatically once per hour at a 
moment when there is no sow on the platform. 

§ Feed balance of today and yesterday is now shown in the quick view.

 
§ By default the ESF gives 5 portions of feed when performing a calibration action. The portions size is then 

calculated as the average over these 5 portions. As with wet feed the portions are often less consistent in 
size it is now possible to calibrate with more than 5 portions. This can be set in the settings of the behaviour 
component of the ESF. 

   
Minimum and default value for this settings is 5 and the maximum value is 20. 

§ Farrowing feeding has been modified. When a sow is placed on a farrowing pen in Velos then Velos will 
check if this sow has a feed allowance. If this is the case then the feed will be available for the sow 
immediately. This means that in case the pen has no Nedap Activator the feed will be supplied immediately 
and if the pen has a Nedap Activator then a teasing portion will be supplied and the sow can request feed 
immediately. 

§ Feeding according to farrowing feed plan has been improved. If all calendar events (insemination event, 
pregnancy check event, farrowing event) were present everything worked fine already. In case of missing 
events sows were sometimes fed according an incorrect part of the feeding curve. These cases have been 
improved so that a sow is always fed according the correct part of the feed plan. 
Example: There is an insemination event but no pregnancy check event and the sow has a farrowing event in 
the past (parity > 0). In this case the sow was fed according the last day in the after farrowing part of the 
feed plan where in fact she should be fed according the before farrowing part of the feed plan.  

§ Increased maximum feed amount per feed type to 100 kilograms in the feed plans to allow ad lib feeding. 
§ The monitor pages of the sow separator and the sow feeder with separator behaviour components now 

show animal numbers instead of responder numbers. 
 
  



PorkSense 

§ An attention will be generated if a PorkTuner is blocked for more than one hour. This attention can be 
selected for e-mail notification. This way users can be notified in an early stage so they will not leave the 
farm while PorkTuners are still blocked. 

§ Restrictions have been added on adding, removing and supplying of animals. This has been done so the 
administration of each batch is always consistent. Following restrictions have been added: 
- For “supply animals”, “add animals”, “remove animals” and “add comment” it is no longer possible to 

specify a timestamp in the future. 
- For “add animals”, “remove animals” and “add comment” it is no longer possible to specify a 

timestamp that is before the last supply date. 
- For “supply animals” it is no longer possible to specify a timestamp before an event of the previous 

batch.  
§ Fixed an issue that caused the delivery state to not go to “Done” when saving the delivery. In this case it 

was not possible to start a new delivery for the pens used in the previous delivery.  
 

General 

§ Help button is now linked to the web help. 
§ A notification is shown on the dashboard when a new Velos (service) release is available. 
§ Option added to automatically update the VPack Firmware. 

Navigate to Settings > Devices > Firmware to enable this option 
 
 

Velos 2021.1 SR1 

SowSense 

§ When events, like insemination and pregnancy check, had the exact same timestamp then the sorting in the 
user interface did not match the internal sorting in Velos. In the user interface the reproduction state of an 
animal then sometimes did not match the events. Fixed this issue. 

 

ProSense 

§ Improved the PPT visit registration. Sometimes a group visit with a very small feed intake was recorded 
when refilling the feed trough just after an animal has left the PPT. This happened if the weight of the feed 
trough had changed after the animal had left the PPT and before the refill started. This may be because 
animals hit the PPT from the outside causing the feed trough to move al little. These amounts, only a few 
grams max, are now awarded to the animal that has just left the PPT. 
 

General 

§ Excel export is now supported in all reports 
§ The “Forgot my password” functionality did not work anymore. Fixed this issue. 
§ Fixed an issue that caused the VPU to start-up very slow. 
§ Fixed an issue where a firmware update notification stayed on the dashboard even after the update was 

finished. 
 



Velos 2021.1 SR2 
This version contains no changes for SowSense, ProSense and PorkSense. 
 

Velos 2021.1 SR3 

General 

§ New hardware versions of our V-Packs have been and are being released. The V-Pack overview now shows 
which version is used in the system. E.g. new type of VP1007 is now displayed as VP1007-B. 

 

Velos 2021.1 SR4 

PorkSense 

§ Fixed an issue that caused the PorkTuner to get stuck in its initialization sequence because of a problem 
with the initialization of the weighing indicator unit. 

§ Fixed an issue where the weighing indicator was not set correctly to live weight mode. In new PorkTuner 
installations this resulted in zero weights at every visit. 

 

General 

§ Fixed an issue where the update of the firmware of VP1007 units failed when upgrading multiple units at 
the same time. 

§ Fixed an issue where the behaviour component for external system attention signal would not switch off 
after it was activated. 

 

Velos 2021.1 SR5 

PorkSense 

§ Fixed an issue that caused the PorkTuner to get stuck when checking the state of the sensors after 
activating a movement with a cylinder. 

 

General 

§ Fixed an issue that caused V-Packs to become unresponsive when setting and getting its properties at the 
same time. 

 


